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Given the sum of fractions of positive integers s = x1= I a&, we study conditions 
under which s is reducible, we provide some examples of irreducible sums, and we 
investigate the relations between non-splittable sets and irreducible sums. cc 1990 
Academic Press, Inc. 
Let aI, . . . . ak, nl, . . . . nk be POSitiVe integers, and Set s = cf=, a&,. We 
say that s’ is a subsum of s whenever s’= rk= 1 ai/ni, where ai are integers 
such that 0 6 ai < ai for i = 1, . . . . k. 
We term the sum s as admissible if for some positive integers b,, . . . . bk 
such that b&zi< 1 for i= 1, . . . . k, the sum CfE r bi/ni is an integer. 
We term the sum s as reducible if a subsum s’ exists for which s’ = 1 
(compare [2]). The sum is irreducible otherwise. 
The set (n,, . . . . nk} is a splittable set if and only if, whenever s > 1 and 
s is an integer, s is reducible (cf. [ 1, 23 ). 
The length of s is defined to be k. 
We denote by (m, n) the greatest common divisor of the positive integers 
m and n. 
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Our aim is twofold: first, we give some criteria for reducibility, and 
second, we provide some examples of irreducible sums. 
Comparing reducible and splittable sets we have: 
PROPOSITION 1. For every integer N, N> 1, there exists a non-splittable 
set (nl, . . . . nk} such that s = CF= 1 a&, is an integer, s 3 N, and s is 
irreducible. 
Note that in the construction k is very large compared to A? 
This proposition suggests the following problems concerning the setting 
k 
s= C ai/n,>@. 
i=l 
Problem A. For a given CI (not necessarily an integer), what is the 
smallest possible k for which an irreducible sum s exists whose length is k? 
Problem B. For a given k, what is the smallest CI that will imply that 
every sum of length k, for which s 3 CI, is reducible? 
We aim at providing some partial answers to the above problems. Note 
that without various restrictions, one cannot expect any interesting results. 
For instance, ct = k is the answer for B if no additional data are added: For 
large enough prime numbers p,, . . . . pk we have an irreducible sum 
Cf= 1 (pi - 1)/p, whose value is close to k. 
Our main results in this direction are: 
THEOREM 2. An admissible sum s of length k is reducible whenever 
s > (k - 1) + l/p, _ 1, where pk _ , is the (k - 1 )th prime number. 
THEOREM 3. For every integer i, 2 6 i < k - 2, an admissible sum s of 
length k exists which is irreducible and for which s 7 i. 
We will derive the proofs of these theorems and the proposition from 
some lemmas and corollaries. 
LEMMA 4. Let s = Cf= 1 aimi be an admissible sum. For every i, 1 < i < k, 
there exists a j # i, 1 <j < k, such that (ni, ni) # 1. 
The proof follows from the fact that in the case a/n + b/m =s, where 
a, b, m, n, s are positive integers such that n /a, then (n, m) # 1. 
Consequently we may derive the proof of Proposition 1: 
Proof of Proposition 1. Let p,, p2, . . . be any set of different prime 
numbers; let q = p, . . . pk and qi = q/pi. Then for each i, pi 1 qi, pi ( q, and 
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pi ( qj for j# i, the set ql, . . . . q,+, q is relatively prime. Therefore, there exist 
integers a,, . . . . &,a such that alql+ a-e +akqk+l=aq. 
If ai<O, we may replace ai by ai+ pi and a by a + 1. Consequently, we 
may assume that ai >, 0 for all i’s 
If ai > pi, we may replace ai by ai - pI and a by a - 1. Consequently 
ai < pi for all i’s. 
If alql + ... +qkqk+ 1 =a$ O<ai<pj, then a>O: If ai=0 for some i, 
then pi( qj for j # i and pi ( q would imply pi ( 1, which is a contradiction. 
Hence O<a,<p,. 
The sum s=a,/p,+ ... + ak/pk + l/q cannot be reducible: if s’ is a 
subsum that adds up to an integer, then also s-s’ adds up to an integer 
and both are of the form al/p, + . . . + ai/pk + al/q, where 0 < al < p,, 
0 <a’ < 1. By Lemma 4, in both sums we must have a’ = 1, and this is 
impossible. The sum s is therefore irreducible. 
Finally, if we choose l/p, + .. + l/p, > N, it will follow that s = 
ah + ... +ak/pk+ l/q=a>N. 
Another consequence of Lemma 4 iS that if the sum al/n, + ... + akink is 
admissible, k 24, then either there exists a quadruple, say n,, n2, n3, n4, 
such that (nl, n,) # 1 and (n3, n4) # 1, or else there exists say nk, such that 
(ni, nk)# 1 and (nj, nj)= 1 for 1 Qi<j< k. If k = 3, then we may assume 
without loss of generality that (n,, n,)# 1 and (n,, n3) # 1. If k= 2 then 
(n,,nd Z 1. 
A consequence of Lemma 4 (see also the proof of Proposition 1) is: 
COROLLARY 5. Let s = Cr=, a,/n,+ l/n > 1 be an integer. Let ai< n;, 
(n,, n,) = 1 for 1 < i < j< k, and n = n%, ni. Then s is irreducible. 
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 2 we need: 
LEMMA 6. The sum s = alnd + blmd is reducible whenever s > 1 + l/d. 
Proof: Let a=a,n+a,, b=b,m+b,, O<al<n, and O<b,<m. Then 
s = (a0 + b,)/d + a,/nd + b,/md. Under the hypothesis s $ 1 + l/d, the result 
will follow by contradiction: Assuming s to be irreducible we have 
l+l/dds<(l-l/d)-tl/d+l/d=l+l/d. 
We may now deduce Theorem 2: 
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the sum 
s=a,fn, + “’ +ak/nk. 
If ai ni, then this sum is trivially reducible, hence we may assume 
a, < ni. 
We assume n, < ..I <nk. 
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Ifs> k, then obviously s is reducible. 
If s 2 k - 1, then s is reducible if some ai = 0, hence it suffices to analyze 
the case 0 < ai < ni. 
As the sum is admissible, then for some nonnegative bi, 0 <bicni, we 
have t = b,/nr + . . s + b&z,, so that t is an integer. By Lemma 4, for each 
i there exists a j, i#j, such that (ni, nj) # 1. If there exist n,, n,, n3, n4 so 
that (n,, n2) # 1 and (n3, n4) # 1 then for s to be irreducible it is necessary 
that al/n1 + a&z2 < 1 + l/(n,, nz) and a& + a&, -C 1 + l/(n3, n4), such 
that al/n, + a2Jn2 + a& + a4Jn4 < 3. In case s > k - 1 then since k > 4 we 
must have a&z5 -I . . . + akInk B k - 4, and consequently s is reducible if 
s>k-1. 
If n,, n2, n3, n4 as above do not exist,. it follows that, say, (n,, nk) # 
1 , . . . . . (nk- i, nk) # 1, and either k < 3 or (ni, ni) = 1 for 1 < i < j < k. 
To analyze this case we replace ni by n,d, for i <k (where ni now denotes 
(ni, n,)), and then nk = n, . . . nk _ id. We have that for s to be irreducible it 
is necessary that, say, a&d, < 1 for i< k- 1, and by Lemma 6 
ak-Ihk-ldk-1 +ak/nl . ..n.-,d<l+llnt-,, hences<(k-l)+l/nk-,. 
Consequently, if s > (k - 1) + l/nk- i then s is reducible. Furthermore, 
l/n,- 1 is at least l/p,- 1, where pk- 1 is the (k - 1)th prime number. 
Hence, s > (k - 1) + l/pk _ 1 implies that s is reducible, as stated. 
The way we derived this estimate suggests that this bound for s is the 
best possible. 
One easily derives the cases k = 2 and k = 3 in a similar way. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Under further restriction, we can achieve better estimates for s to be 
irreducible. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let s = Cf= 1 a,Jn, = k - 1; then s is reducible. 
ProoJ: As in the proof of Theorem 2, it suffices to prove the proposition 
for s = Cf= 1 aiJnidi, where (ni, nj) = 1 for 16 i < j< k, (ni, nk) # 1, 
(di, di) = 1 for 1 < i < j ,< k. As s is an integer, it follows as in Lemma 4 that 
we may assume without loss of generality that di = 1 for i= 1, . . . . k and 
nk = nf.I,’ ni. We may assume (*) a&kc l/n, for i= 1, . . . . (k- 1); 
otherwise we reduce ak and replace ai by (a,+ 1). For s to be irreducible, 
it is necessary that s = k - 1 < (k - 1) - Cf:;’ l/ni + akJnk, and it results in 
a&k 2 xf;,’ l/n, which contradicts (*). The result thus follows as stated. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let (n,, . . . . nk) = d# 1. .Then s = Cf= 1 a,/n, is reducible 
wheneuer s 2 ( 1 + l/d)k/2. 
Proo$ From Lemma 6 we deduce that whenever ai/‘ni+ a& is 
irreducible, then a,/n, + aj/nj < 1 + l/d (for i # j). Ifs is irreducible, then the 
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above inequality holds for all pairs 1 < i < j < k. In particular, if s is 
irreducible, then on summing up all the inequalities, we have (k - 1)s < 
(1 + l/d) k(k - 1)/2, or s < (1 + l/d) k/2. Since s >, (1 + l/d) k/2, it follows 
that for at least one pair of indices 1 d i < j 6 k, q/n, + u,ln, > 1 + l/d, and 
the result follows as stated. 
Consequently, we have 
COROLLARY 9. Let (n,, . . . . n,) = d # 1, 1~ m <k; then the sum s = 
Cf=, aJni is reducible whenever s > k - (I- l/d)m/2. 
Proof. aJni < 1 for i> m, and from Proposition 8 Cy! 1 aimi < 
(1 + l/d)m/2 whenever s is irreducible, and summing up we get 
s<(k-m)+(l+l/d)m/2=k-(l-l/d)m/2, and the result follows as 
stated. 
We proceed to establish Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 10. Let m = al/n1 + . . . + ak _ ,/nk _, - l/n be an integer, 
n = IJfli ni, 0 <a&, < 1 for i = 1, . . . . (k - 1) and (ni, n,) = 1 whenever 
l<i<j<k. Then s=(n,--0,)/n,+ ... +(nk-,-a,~,)/n,-,+1/n= 
k - 1 - m, is irreducible for k-m - 1 > 2. 
This, in fact, is another version of Corollary 5. 
LEMMA 11. For every integer k, k > 2, there exist positive integers n 1, . . . . nk, 
al, . . . . ak, such that (n,,nj)=l, U&z,+ ... +ak/nk--l/n,...nk=l. 
Proof. We observe that it suffices to prove the existence of integers as 
above, satisfying the equality (*) a, m, + . . . + akmk - 1 = m, where m = 
n:= I nj and m, = m/n,. 
For k = 2 we may take n, = 2, n2 = 3, whence m = 6, m, = 3, m2 = 2, 
a,=1,~,=2andtheequalityis6=1~3+2~2-1,or l/2+2/3-1/6=1. 
The proof will follow by induction on the existence of an equality (*) for 
which a,> 1, nk is a prime so that nk>n,“.nk-,, and uk<nk. 
Assume thus m=a,m,+ ... fa,m,- 1, uk> 1. We claim that for some 
integers nk + 1, uk + , > 1, such that nk+ , is a prime, it follows that mnk + , = 
almlnk+l + ... +(ak-l)mknk+l+ak+,m-l. To Verify this We note 
that it suffices that (mk - l)n k+l=a,+Im-l. Foreachprimedivisorniof 
m, l<i<k, nil&, and the prime divisor nk of m satisfies nk > mk. It 
follows that (mk - 1) and m are relatively prime. Whence positive integers 
nk+lT ak+l exist to satisfy the last equation and we may find ak + , > 1, and 
nk + I > m to be a prime number as stated. Obviously ak + I < nk + 1. 
Consequently, we may build a sequence n, = 2, n2 = 3, n3 = 11 (not 
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n3 = 5!!), etc., for each k, such that al/n1 + . . . + akInk - l/n, . . . nk = 1 and 
such that ak > 1. 
Note. At the kth stage, a,, . . . . ak are given. However, for kO <k we have 
a,, . . . . ok,,-, , a& = ako + 1. Passing from the k th step to the (k + 1) th step 
we change ak to (ak - l), keeping all the previous values of ai, i <k, and 
adding ak+, > 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The result is a consequence of the following two 
observations: By Corollary 5, s = cf= 1 a@, + l/n = A > 1 is an irreducible 
sum of length (k + 1) whenever A is an integer, (ni, n,.) = 1 for 1 d i<j,< k, 
and p=nf==, ni. 
If we set n k+l=n+l, then (ni,nk+,)=l for i=l,...,k and l/n= 
l/n,+, + l/n&+, , whence we have an irreducible sum s = 
cfz,’ ai/ni + l/rink + 1 = A of length (k + 2). Hence: 
(i) If an irreducible sum s of length k exists such that $=A, then 
irreducible sums s of any length greater than k exist whose value is A. 
For instance, l/2 + 2/3 + 4/5 + l/30 = 2 is an irreducible sum of length 4, 
hence for any k > 4, there exists a sum s that is irreducible, and s = 2. 
By Corollary 10 and Lemma 11, it follows that for each k there exists an 
irreducible sum s = Cf=, oi/ni + l/n,. . . nk = k - 1, that is, for each length 
larger than k, there exists an irreducible sum of length k - 1. Consequently: 
(ii) There are irreducible sums s of any length >k, such that s = 
k- 1. 
Combining (i) and (ii) we may conclude that for each integer t, 
1 < t < k - 1 there is an irreducible sum s of length k so that s = t. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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